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 * ID for the notebook : uat * URL for the notebook: You can use Kaggle Notebooks to learn or run your code. Kaggle
Notebooks are simple text documents that store your machine learning workflow, data, and code in the cloud. Kaggle

Notebooks run in the cloud, so there are no local installs or server dependencies. You can use Kaggle Notebooks to learn or run
your code. Kaggle Notebooks are simple text documents that store your machine learning workflow, data, and code in the cloud.

Kaggle Notebooks run in the cloud, so there are no local installs or server dependencies. ## Introducing Kaggle Notebooks A
Kaggle Notebook is a simple text document that stores your machine learning workflow, data, and code in the cloud. It is a great

way to create machine learning workflows, collaborate with others on a project, and share your work with others. The Kaggle
Notebook editor is easy to use, and allows you to create, store, and share your work across Azure and Kaggle. You can run and
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test your notebooks and edit them from within Kaggle. You can also share a notebook by attaching it to an Azure Data Lake
Store (ADLS) project. ![](media/KaggleNotebook.png) ## Using Kaggle Notebooks Kaggle Notebooks support interactive data

analysis and machine learning tools in a simple, cloud-hosted text format. - Create new notebooks to start learning about
building a machine learning model. ![](media/KaggleNotebook-Menu.png) - Explore what is possible with Kaggle Notebooks.

![](media/KaggleNotebook-Explore.png) - Access notebook assets using the Kaggle Notebook explorer.
![](media/KaggleNotebook-Explore-Visible.png) - Make your notebooks available to others by attaching them to an ADLS

project. ![](media/KaggleNotebook-Notebooks.png) - Develop machine learning models from scratch.
![](media/KaggleNotebook-Modeler. 520fdb1ae7
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